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Abstract
The  main  purpose  of  lighting  is  to  provide  the  human  a  proper  perception  to  see
everything with ease. But when it comes to the work environment in the interior, we
require  a  light  which  is  safe  and  to  provide  the  occupants  with  a  proper  visual
surround conditions. And the present lighting in offices are completely dedicated to
give enough visibility, so that the work can be done quickly, accurately and easily. So
in  this  thesis  the  main  idea  is  to  understand  and  study  different  lighting  systems
inside the interior room, and to measure the spectral data to analyze the properties of
the  room.  The  measurement  was  done  in  Finland and in  Malaysia,  with  devices  like
Hamamatsu spectrometer, Avantes spectrometer and LED tester. The motive of the
thesis  is  to  study  the  variation  of  the  illumination  when  there  is  an  external
illumination  in  the  way  of  windows.  A  proper  data  set  is  selected  which  have  good
variations of the values all through the room.
To test the quality of the illumination, a color quality metric is proposed since in the
recent period there were many evidence that the CIE CRI doesn’t perform and
perceive the quality of the many light sources including the light emitting diode. And
both CIE CRI and CQS uses only very few test reflectance sample and a simple average
is  computed  out  of  it.  To  eliminate  these  problems  1000  samples  are  used  a  test
samples to calculate the color quality. And this color quality metric is tested with the
SPD  measurements  made  in  different  room.  CRI  is  used  as  comparison  to  this
proposed  method  since  CRI  is  still  considered  a  proper  standard  for  computing  the
color quality. The proposed method is completely functional in excel and in MATLAB.
Results show that the proposed metric is same as CRI in best case and better than CRI
in  worst  case.  Also  the  results  show  that  the  color  quality  varies  drastically  in  the
presence of sunlight, but doesn’t vary a lot when there is not presence of sunlight. So it
was  quite  unpredictable  with  the  existence  of  sunlight.  The  study  is  in  progress  for
developing a robotic system which would measure SPD in 3 Dimensional spaces
automatically without human involvement. And automatic room light intensity
controller and controllable window are studied to advance this research topic.
Keywords: Color quality metric, fidelity, interior lighting, CRI, CQS,
homogenization.
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The purpose of the lighting is to give the people or enable them to perceive the nature
of the space they are in.   And the visual environment should also be good enough to
make the essential work or task ease to see without causing any visual discomfort (5).
They  should  be  either  controlled  or  excluded.   Until  now  the  main  role  of  lighting
engineer is to discover the lighting system which looks pleasant full and comfortable in
the  entire  environment  with  a  visual  satisfaction.   In  General  every  scene  which  we
view, there are 3 elements which essential for us to view. They are the light source, the
human  eye  or  stimuli  and  the  object  which  reflects  the  light.  So  among  the  three
elements,  the  only  source  is  the  light,  the  whole  process  initiate  through that  source
(6).
Lighting at work is very important for the safety and also to the health of all  of  them
who use the workplace. There are many hazards which happen because of the
improper  lighting.  And  poor  lighting  can  causes  problems  to  eyes,  and  even  causes
headache and sometime worse effects.
And most  people  prefer  to  work  in  the  daylight  and so  it  is  vital  to  make  use  of  the
natural lights. But normally the daylight alone wouldn’t satisfy the required amount of
light all  over the room but according to our research we need to find how to balance
this  day  light  with  the  internal  light.  But  for  this  balancing,  we  need  to  study  the
lighting system inside the room, and have to measure it  spectrally to understand the
property of the room. And for homogenizing the light in the room, we can either use a
virtual  illuminant  which  gets  enabled  only  when  it  is  needed  by  the  user,  or  a
controllable  switch  which  would  alter  the  intensity  according  to  the  intensity  of  the
sunlight in the room, and even a controllable window which would stop the sunlight to
pass over the window.
The main difference between the perfectly covered indoor room and the room with
windows  is  that  the  sky  will  emit  sun  light  which  illuminate  a  point  from  all  the
direction. So the rendering is quite unpredictable, and the most traditional rendering
techniques don’t work well with the room with sunlight. So basically we need a way to
describe lights influence in all the direction around the point in the scene which would
give us a real time rendering effect.
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And also we need a proper color quality metric to analyze the PSD of the illuminant.
But  the  color  quality  metrics  namely  CRI  color  rendering  index  and  the  CQS  color
quality scale uses a very small number of reflectance spectra. And averaging then over
a  small  number  of  samples  cause  sampling  error.  So  to  eliminate  them  to  a  great
extent it would be advisable to use more sample spectra. This can be taken as almost
1000 samples. And we use even metameric spectra which do not apply with the
Munsell set of spectra. With the reference to Monte Carlo method (16) this new
method had been modified. And Thanks to Dr. Whitehead for his sincere guidance in
developing this method. When comparing it to Monte Carlo method, the number of
samples  is  obtained  artificially  using  an  algorithm.  Whereas  in  this  method  the  real
measured spectra were used, this was collected from different samples of natural
materials. Thanks to Dr. Schanda for sharing the unpublished data set which had more
than 50,000 reflectance spectra for the research purpose.  The results using this
method  were  different  from  the  results  obtained  from  CRI  and  CQS.  Ultimately  the
aim of this method is not to present some reason for the superiority of this method or
data set, but to provide evidence for the much needed change in the method. Provided
with the change in the number of samples and different sampling technique, and the
result is obtained without an unacceptable error.
In  the  first  chapter,  different  lighting  system  and  its  features  are  discussed  and  in
chapter  3,  most  of  the  color  quality  metric  which  are  used  until  now  is  discussed.
Where, the demerits of the CRI method are also discussed. The color quality metrics
discussed  were  Color  rendering  Index  (7),  Color  Quality  Scale  (8),  CIECAM02(9)  ,
Rank order Color rendering Index(10), Feeling of Contrast color rendering Index(11),
gamut  area  index  (12),  Cone  Surface  Area(13),  Memory  Color  Quality  metric(14)  and
Judd’s Flattery Index(15).
The  in  Chapter  4,  the  proposed  method is  clearly  explained  with  the  reasons  for  the
need of  color  fidelity  and discussion  about  the  number  of  reflectance  needed and its
process. Followed by, the explanation about the equipment used and the experiments
and results obtained.
The whole set of data’s can be downloaded from the link provided below.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/1xuf78v3cu8bild/nJbUIq9bPD




2.1) Types of Indoor Lamps
There are many indoor lights which are used until now. But out of them the three most
widely used indoor light sources are incandescent lamps, fluorescent lamps and light
emitting diode also called as LED. A brief explanation about each of the light sources
are explained below
Incandescent lamps
Incandescent lights produce light by heating suitable material to a certain high
temperature.  Normally  the  material  or  the  conductor  is  tungsten  filament.  Tungsten
lamps have been produced since 1965 and the word ‘in-candascere’ comes from a Latin
word  that  means  hot  body  that  glows  and  appears  white  in  color.  It  works  on  the
principle that, when any solid or gas is heated either by resistance or combustion to an
electric current it produces light of different color depending upon the material which
is used. The conductor is enclosed in a glass envelope that protects the people from the
hot tungsten and also contains a vacuum which maintain the oxidation of the filament
to minimum which makes it to burn immediately. Normally the low pressure argon gas
is filled inside the bulb.
Non electric incandescent lamp namely gas mantle lamp were used before the
electricity  were  developed.  It  is  a  bag  of  fabric;  infuse  with  a  mixture  solution  of
nitrates. When the gas is ignited, the mantle which is fixed on an aperture of the setup,
the mantle material  starts to burn giving away some few waste metal oxide material.
Here the mantle does not burn directly instead it serves as an object to make the light,
and even the gas lamps can operate even without these mantels.
Arc  lighting  was  the  first  lighting  system  which  was  found  once  after  the  electric
system was developed. An electric spark is created using two electrodes which causes
the  light  to  glow.  Further  carbon arc  lamp was  found,  but  it  wasn’t  used  everywhere
because of more consumption of power.
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The advantages of incandescent lamps are
? that they are better in lighting a room of smaller size,
? best color rendering index (it is possible to get 100)
? Safe to handle since no harmful toxins are present
? Easy to manufacture
They do have some disadvantages
? Very less efficacy (almost 90% of the energy are not visible)
? Not applicable for using it in large areas.
Fluorescent lamp
Fluorescence is a process by which the materials absorbs the radiation at one
wavelength and emits at a wavelength higher than the absorbed radiation wavelength.
Figure 1: Illustration of the processes involved in the creation of Fluorescence.  The 3
stages are absorption, excitation and emission.
A large glowing surface, like a long tube is used in the fluorescent lamps to emit light
rather than using a small surface or source as it is used in the tungsten filament. The
interior  side  of  the  tube  is  filled  with  phosphorous.  A  low  pressure  mercury  gas  is
through  which  the  discharge  is  produced,  and  it  excites  the  phosphor  by  the  ultra
violet rays present in the mercury spectrum. It would produce a visible light at a higher
wavelength  at  around  405  435  and  545  nm.  This  complete  color  characteristics
phenomenon is controlled by the phosphor present in the tube. The fluorescent lamps
can be  classified  into  three  different  types,  namely  normal,  tri-band and broad band
with respect to their SPD. Broadband lightings are used for the color quality purpose
in  industries.  It  is  used  to  simulate  the  day  light  for  that  purpose.  And  the  normal
fluorescent lamps are used in most of the places where they need general illumination
for example as in offices toilet cafeteria etc. Tri-band includes the latest color lighting
system which mainly emits the light at 435 nm 545 nm and 610 nm, which has a bit
lower  color  rendering  value  than  the  Broad  band.  But  performs  and  renders  better
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than the normal band fluorescent lamps. It is widely used in the places where they
need a lamp which has more life time and low energy consumption, with considerable
color  rendering  property.  CFL  lamps  are  one  among  that  row,  which  consumes  less
energy  and has  more  life  time.  It  is  manufactured  such  that  it  is  more  compact,  and
most  of  the  CFL  lamps  are  less  than  10cm  long  and  fixes  in  most  of  existing  light
fixtures. Thus replaces the incandescent lamps having almost similar color to tungsten
lamps. As discussed before the tri-band fluorescent lamps gives almost the same color
rendering index and consumes less electricity so it  is  preferred.   But ultimately CFL
contains mercury which is quite complicate to dispose.
Light emitting Diode Sources
The Light emitting diode is a solid state lamp also denoted as SSL, is a semiconductor
source.  When  a  current  is  passed  into  the  semiconductor  light  is  emitted  which
releases radiation which covers a range of 40nm in the spectrum (Visible). According
to the composition of the material used in the semiconductor the color is determined.
The  light  is  produced  in  LED occurs  from a  peculiar  phenomenon which  is  called  as
electro-luminance.  According  to  this  phenomenon  photons  are  formed  due  to  an
energy gap formed between the p type and n type chemical material. Recombination of
these materials gives out the energy in the form of photos.  Normally the LED device
constitutes very less space, and occupies very small area approximately less than
1mm2.  Light  emitting  diodes  are  better  than incandescent  lamps  in  many properties.
LED consumes less energy than incandescent and the life time is better in LED. Also
their improved robustness and smaller size are and additional benefits. Also LED has
faster switching, greater durability and reliability. But the main advantage is efficiency.
Practically LED’s are using in varied fields, including the traffic signals, indicators in
vehicles and also in aviation.
Figure 2: The interior of a LED is actually quite simple, which is one of the reasons this
technology is so versatile. ©HowStuffWorks
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Because of their compact size, there is lot of development in the field of display
technology. LCDs which were popular before were overtaken by LEDs due to the fact
that they reduce the weight and the thickness of the display. LEDs are mostly used in
displays rather than in illumination of a room, because of the expense and the current
consumption when used as an illuminant.  At present the development of the OLEDs
led to most incredible use.  OLED are the organic light emitting diode, where organic
materials are used to create the semiconductors. And these organic materials are
flexible making the user to experience the flexible lights and bendable displays.
Measures for Specifying Light sources
Spectral Power Distribution
In the previous section, different kinds of the artificial lights have been explained
which  includes  incandescent  lights,  Fluorescent  lights  and  LED.  These  above
mentioned artificially light when mixed with the natural sunlight yields an important
arguable source. From the spectral and measurement point of view, the main
disadvantage being the variation on the intensity and the structure of the SPD, which
depends on the angle of the sun and the time at which the measurement were done or
due to the climate and weather. This was a great impact which had been faced in this
master  thesis.  To  avoid  that  CIE  has  recommended  few  standard  illuminants  to  be
used in the industrial application. There are two terminologies which normally
confuses those who study about the lights; they are ‘light source’ and ‘illuminant’. The
former  term  is  a  physical  body  which  is  capable  of  emitting  the  light  through  the
change  of  energy  from  one  form  to  another  form.  And  the  later  term  refers  to  the
values of the Spectral power distribution of the source for the calculation of
calorimetric values. A same illuminant can be from different light source.
Luminance
Luminance defines the total amount of light which is reflected from a point surface or
being  emitted  from  the  same.  It  can  also  be  defined  as  the  density  of  the  visible
radiation either photopic or scotpic at a specified direction. It is a measurable quantity
which resembles the most, the perception of a person. Luminance and illuminance can
be related with the equation 2.1
Lv = Ev /? (2.1)
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It can also be defined by a derivative
Lv = d2?v / dA d? cos? (2.2)
Where
Lv is the luminance power in cd/m2
?v is the luminous flux  in lm
? is the angle between the required direction and the normal of the surface
A is the surface area in m2
? is the solid angle in sr
Illuminance
Illuminance  defines  the  total  amount  of  the  light  reaching  the  surface,  which  is
considered  as  the  quantity  measured  in  photometry.  Technically  speaking  it  can  be
defined as the amount of luminous flux which is incident per unit area.
Table 1: Typical Illuminance magnitudes
It  is  a  known fact  that  illuminance  is  the  main  reason for  the  initiation  of  the  visual
sensation  in  human  retina,  and  for  the  production  of  the  photographic  image.
Previously illuminance were mistook as a brightness of the light,  and then they came
up  with  a  decision  that  the  illuminance  is  meant  only  if  it  can  be  measured
quantitatively and cannot be said as brightness which is a non quantitative
description.
Present world have lot of handheld illuminance meters which are in fact measures the
total amount of luminance flux which is incident on the plate. And whatever the
instrument we may use, ultimately illumance readings are used in some way directly or
indirectly in other photometric entities.
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Luminous Efficacy
Luminous efficacy is very much related to human perception; it is the quantity of the
light produced by the source which is in the visible region and usable for the human
vision. It is defined as the ration of the luminous flux emitted to the power consumed,
which is measured in lumen/watt. The energy consumption which was discussed in
the previous sections specifies this luminous efficacy. The luminous efficacy of the
sources and its efficiency is show in the table 2.
Table 2: Luminous efficacy and its efficiency for different light source
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2.2) Correlated Color Temperature
A light source is normally characterized by its color temperature. It is denoted
as  Te (in Kelvin). Color temperature is categorized into 3 types distributed
color temperature, color temperature and correlated color temperature. Color
temperature is defined based on the chromaticity of a Planckian radiator, and
the temperature describes the xy chromaticity of the radiation. But the
correlated color temperature is complicated since it uses both the visual and
calorimetric explanation.
Figure 3: The locus of Planckian radiators with the orthogonal isotemperature lines
having constant CCT. Reproduced from J.Schanda, Colorimetry Understanding the
CIE System, 2007, p 68, with permission from the publisher, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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CHAPTER 3
3) Color Quality Metrics
Since  very  long  period  CRI  Color  Rendering  Index  Ra  is  being  used  to  evaluate  the
influence of the light source on the color objects. It was first coined by Nickerson and
Jerome in 1965 (1).  And now after so many years there were lot of evidence that the
CRI  doesn’t  perform  well  with  the  White  LED  lights.  Since  then  many  new  color
quality metrics were proposed mainly in CIE technical committee related with the
color quality measures of the white light sources (4). There were few other metrics
which  were  focusing  mainly  on  the  subjective  feature  of  the  lighting  quality  namely
Judd’s flattery index, Thornton’s color preference index, and memory color quality
metric. Etc. Objective metrics are used in professional applications like printing, color
quality  control  etc.  But  these  metrics  cannot  be  used  by  lighting  designers,  in  shops
and in retails sectors. And they have to describe more of its subjective characteristics
because the end users are the person who wants the objects to look attractive and
appealing.
These different types of metrics were also investigated during the past about the
performance relative to other metrics. They either co-relate with CRI Ra or  other
metrics, also by physiological   experiments. In the forthcoming sub sections different
kinds of color quality metric and the proposed color quality metric is explained.
3.1) CRI – Color Rendering Index
As per  the  definition  Color  rendering  is  defined  as  the  effect  of  an  illuminant  on  the
color appearance of objects by conscious or subconscious comparison with their color
appearance under a reference illuminant. CIE color rendering index is even now
widely  used  and accepted  color  quality  metric.  But  this  CRI  is  introduced  almost  50
years  before,  but  the  technology  has  advanced  in  the  lighting  field  and  color  field
which makes CRI outdated. CRI is particularly having problem with the LED lights
and few other fluorescent lighting systems.
CIE developed and recommended this CRI during middle twentieth century, and is
calculated using the Test sample method (3). In the calculation of this CRI, 14 test
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samples are simulated with the test sample and the reference sample. The reflectance
of the test samples with respect to wavelength is show in figure 4.
Figure 4: Reflectance factors as a function of wavelength of the test samples of the CRI.
An as per CRI method, the reference illuminant is a Plankian radiator if the CCT of the
test  illuminant  is  below  5000k  and  if  it  is  more  than  5000k,  CIE  daylight  source  is
taken as a reference. The color difference is computer after the chromatic adaptation is
performed using the von kries correction. The color difference ?E for every test sample
between  the  test  illuminant  and  reference  illuminant  is  computed  in  W*U*V*  color
space. The CRI value for each test sample is calculated using the formula
Ri = 100 – 4.6 ?Ei (3.1)
The general color rendering index Ra is computed by averaging the separate Ri values
of the 8 test samples used, which have a less saturation. A simple averaging formula is
used to compute Ra as shown in eqn 3.2.
Ra = (1/8) ? Ri (i varies from 1 to 8) (3.2)
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And  a  score  of  100  for  Ra  is  a  perfect  score,  which  means  that  there  is  no  color
difference between the test samples illuminated separately with the test illuminant and
the reference illuminant.
3.2) CQS – Color Quality Scale
The color quality scale (CQS) is developed by the National Institute for standards and
technology (NIST). It evaluates the several aspects that have addressed some points in
order  to  better  correlate  with  the  visual  appreciation  of  the  light  source.  The  CQS
measure was not completely invented rather it is developed with inspiration from the
CRI  method.  The  successful  aspects  from  CRI  are  borrowed  and  CQS  incorporates
some vital modification to give a broader definition of the quality of color.
Completely different set of samples were used in calculating CQS when compared to
the CRI.  15 munsell samples are used with different hue and chroma. They selected
was  very  high  chroma  and  span  it  entirely  through  the  hue  circle  with  a  proper
spacing.
Figure 5: Top Row – 8 samples used in the calculation of CRI, Bottom Row- 15
samples used in the calculation of CQS.
Figure  5  shows  the  samples  used  in  CRI  and  the  samples  used  in  CQS  which  were
illuminated  by  D65  light.  CQS  uses  more  of  saturated  colors  since  there  are
possibilities that the light source may render the unsaturated color better that the
saturated color. CIE L*a*b* is used when calculating the CQS which is recommended
by the CIE since it is considerably uniform.
Saturation factor is  one of the main deviations which CQS takes from the traditional
CRI. In CRI, the reference source’s CCT is matched with the test sample therefore
there is a possibility of getting 100 a perfect score.  But in reality the color rendering
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property is degraded when there is low or high CCT. So this problem of selecting the
reference source has to be take care in the current metric.
This Color quality scale has updated the color space and also the CAT-color adaptation
transform and it also doesn’t penalize deviations from the reference illuminant that are
more chromatic, sated by Davis
“Evidence suggests that increases in object chroma, as long as they are not excessive,
are not determinable to color quality and may even be beneficial”.
And  the  arithmetic  mean  used  in  CRI  is  changed  to  root  mean  square  which  would
ensure that even a small change in few test samples would change the general CQS
index significantly.  And the scaling is correct such that the values ranges only from 0
to  100 and undesirable  not  go  to  negative  value.  This  altering  is  done  in  such  a  way
that there are only the values which are very less are affected and the one with high
values are very less affected. For the light sources with less CCT is penalized by
applying a CCT factor since these lights sources have small gamut areas.
Table 3: CCT multiplication factor used in CQS
Table 3 shows the CCT factor which is obtained depending on the gamut area in the
CIELAB space. It mentions that the color rendering quality may decrease as the gamut
areas decrease, which is inversely proportional to each other.
Eventually  it  is  difficult  to  quantify  the  effect  of  the  color  correlated  temperature  on
the color quality; still this gives temporary solution when the CCT of the light source is
very low or very high.
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3.3) Other important Color Quality Metrics
CAM02 UCS CRI
Luo et al proposed the method which is based on the CAM02 UCS. It is calculated
using the following steps
? The first 3 steps are as same as the CRI Ra which was explained in the sections
above.
? And after that J’, M’ and the h values of the CAM02 is calculated under the given
test and reference illuminant.
? CAM02 UCS color difference is for every test samples are calculated using the
formula given below
?E (CAM02-UCS) = (?J’2 + ?a’M2 + ?b’ M2)(1/2) (3.3)
Where ?J’, ?a’M, ?b’ M are the differences of the J?,a’M and b’M between the test and
reference illuminants in a pair.
? Then CRI CAM02UCS is calculated for the 8 CIE test colors using the equation
CRI (CAM02-UCS) = 1/8 ?Ri (3.4)
Where Ri = 100 – 8.0 ?E (CAM02-UCS)i and the I varies from 1 to 8.
Figure 6: Work flow to calculate CRI-CAM02UCS
Rank order
The rank order color rendering index is introduced by Bodrogi. It is completely based
on the physiological experiments. The 17 test samples color difference are visually
evaluated under the test light and reference light, and rated either in a five step rating
scale or two graphical rating scales.  Five step ordinal rating scale is used mostly where
the R value ranges from 1 to 5. And the denoted number 1 means excellent to 5 which
means very bad. Each category of the 5 step scale has a mean visual color difference as
a vital attribute. The reference illuminant is used as the same way as in CIE color
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rendering index method. CIECAM02-UCS color difference metric is used to compute
the color difference value. From the predicted rating of the 17 test samples, the ordinal
rating scale RCRI is calculated and is compared with the other color metric. The
ordinal color values are computed as shown in the eqn 3.5.
RCRI = 100 ((N1 + N2)/17) ^ (1/3) (3.5)
Where N1 and N2 represent the number of samples which were predicted ‘excellent’
and ‘good’ respectively. Complete details can be found in the journal (10).
Feeling of contrast
The feeling of contrast color rendering index is developed by Hashimto (11). The
feeling of contrast is also sometimes mentioned as Visual clarity. So the basic idea is
that when the feeling of contrast is increased by the light source, the saturation of the
colored object also increases. And in most of the lighting system this saturation is also
considered as a positive attribute. CIELAB color gamut is used to estimate this FCI
metric. Four highly saturated color samples namely Red, Yellow, Green, Blue are used
to estimate FCI which is a function of the CIELAB color gamut of the samples. It is also
similar to other metric, which used the test light source or samples and the reference
as a D65 light source. The eqn 3.6 shows the formula used to implement this method.
FCI = 100 (Gamuttestsource/GamutD65) ^ (3/2) (3.6)
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CHAPTER 5
4) Proposed Color Fidelity Metric
Previous  discussed  color  quality  metrics  namely  CRI  color  rendering  index  and  the
CQS color quality scale uses a very small number of reflectance spectra. And averaging
then over a small number of samples cause sampling error. So to eliminate them to a
great  extent  it  would  be  advisable  to  use  more  sample  spectra.  This  can  be  taken as
almost 1000 samples. And we use even metameric spectra which do not apply with the
Munsell set of spectra. With the reference to Monte Carlo method this new method
had  been  modified.  And  Thanks  to  Dr.  Whitehead  for  his  sincere  guidance  in
developing this method. When comparing it to Monte Carlo method, the number of
samples  is  obtained  artificially  using  an  algorithm.  Whereas  in  this  method  the  real
measured spectra were used, this was collected from different samples of natural
materials. Thanks to Dr. Schanda for sharing the unpublished data set which had more
than 50,000 reflectance spectra for the research purpose.  The results using this
method  were  different  from  the  results  obtained  from  CRI  and  CQS.  Ultimately  the
aim of this method is not to present some reason for the superiority of this method or
data set, but to provide evidence for the much needed change in the method. Provided
with the change in the number of samples and different sampling technique, and the
result is obtained without an unacceptable error.
4.1) Need of Color Fidelity
It is a well known fact that the perception of the surface color changes when there is a
change in the illumination. One is due to the color adaptation, the changes before and
after the perception of color, it may sometimes be very small and also unnoticeable. It
can be understood by keeping in mind the case, comparing the incandescent
illumination  with  the  day  light  illumination.  Other  is  a  well  known  fact  that,  an
illumination whose chromaticity is same but the spectral distribution is different
might produce different perception of color the material. We can take the incandescent
illumination  and  the  CFL  lamps  of  the  same  color  temperature  as  an  example.  It  is
desirable to see the color of the object same in all the places, and also two objects to be
the  same  in  two  different  place.  This  is  normally  mentioned  as  substantial  color
constancy, and people expect this constancy, but unfortunately in the real world it  is
not given by electrical light sources which are used right now. This makes the people to
prefer daylight and incandescent since it  have better CRI. The latest advancement in
the  technology  including  LED  makes  the  manufacturers  to  develop  lights  which  can
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overcome  these  problems.  So  for  that  we  have  to  take  the  luminous  efficacy  into
account,  since  luminous  efficacy  is  much  important  than  the  color  fidelity.  To
understand that we have to quantitatively take into account this notion, were there is a
trade-off between luminous efficacy and the color fidelity.
As it is shown in the fig 7, the plot has luminous efficacy as the x-axis and its CRI color
error  as  y-axis.  From the  plot  it  is  very  well  understandable  that  the  CRI  color  error
increases with the increase in the luminous efficacy.
Figure 7: Mean CRI error EUVW vs. luminous
Fig 8 gives more understanding about the luminous efficacy of radiation, which shows
the spectral distribution of three different radiation having different luminous efficacy
values.  We  can  see  that  for  low  luminous  efficacy,  lights  are  produced  at  the
wavelength  where  there  is  less  sensitivity  for  eyes.  But  on  the  other  hand,  the  color
rendering index would be unacceptable for more luminous efficacy.
Figure 8: Three examples are shown. The first has a low required luminous efficacy
value and is thus able to closely approximate a Planckian radiator. For the luminous
efficacy of radiation to increase, the spectra must deviate, introducing color fidelity
error.
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So after all these study, there was a question that how perfect a fidelity metric needs to
be  and would  CRI  be  better  than this  metric.  That  led  to  introduce  more  number  of
test color samples.
4.2) Number of Reflectance samples and Improved Data
Set
Most  of  the  color  quality  metric  is  based  on  vague  idea  of  casting  the  light  rays  with
reference illuminant and the test illuminant. For each of the test samples, the post
adaptation color of the test samples under the test illuminant are calculated, and also
the color of the test samples under the reference illuminant is measured. And their
error is calculated by finding the difference between both of them, followed by
averaging the error values computed for all the test samples. This would give a number
that can be considered as an index. When CRI was first  introduced, because of some
practical  issues  they  fixed  the  number  of  test  samples  to  8  for  the  basic  CRI
computation. But the present situation doesn’t have any practical issues, so it can be
reconsidered according to the situation.
This can be approached by two viewpoints; either we can consider the spatial property
of the dimensions and to consider the statistics used for the sampling of error.
Considering the dimensionality, the sample points have to be selected equally along all
the dimensions of the color space. So if we assign 4 for a spectral space of about 5, then
the number of samples would come over to 1024.
Considering the statistics, the RMS variation is calculated using the randomly selected
number of samples. Using a normal statistics the RMS error can be calculated. And for
CRI for an estimation purpose it is typically 10 for a single reflectance, which depends
on the illuminant. So to reconsider the number of samples to be used, this RMS error
has to be reduced: and 0 to 0.5 is desirable. So to reduce this error to almost 50 fold,
we have to increase the number of samples equal to the number of fold power two. In
our case it  can be between 500 to 2500 samples.  For a comparison an error of 2.6 is
expected with 8 samples and it reduced a bit to 2.3 if 15 samples are used.
So a proper grid is formed in such a way that there is not major difference in the result.
In this early stage this method cannot be proved unnecessary to use almost more than
1000 reflectance test samples. And the main reason is that there are no practical issues
in performing that in this present development period.
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4.3) Developing and Using the Improved Data Set
Many  method  which  was  proposed  since  the  CRI  standard  was  created,  which  was
clearly  explained  in  the  previous  section.  And  Monte  Carlo  method  is  one  among
them; it was proposed to evaluate the color quality of the illumination by determining
the color shift of the spectral distribution of the test samples created by this algorithm.
So the CIE L*a*b* space is considered and the spectral set is formed in such a way that
it covers all the color space. The L*a*b* color space is shown in figure 9. And at each
point  it  covers  several  spectra  and  even  metameric  spectra’s  are  selected.  This
development in the method is to change the assessment method from using single
munsell color to represent a single color to many spectra to represent single color.
Figure 9: L*a*b* color space
Monte Carlo method produces or generates spectrum with different features and are
not similar to the natural spectrum. Since it is artificially created, theoretically it works
but practically it is not similar and have no relation with the spectrum found in nature.
Thanks to Dr. Luo and Dr. Schanda who shared the unpublished spectrum set of
around  50,000  samples,  which  was  collected  in  different  places  and  from  different
products,  which  includes  natural  materials,  texture,  soil,  wood  etc,.  The  spectral  set
given  is  packed  in  such  a  way  that  the  spectra  can  be  obtained  using  the  color
coordinates  as  an  input.  Similar  spectra  are  slightly  adjusted  until  it  becomes
Metameric. And, Sincere thanks to Dr. Whitehead who gave the ideas to implement
this modified methods.
From the L*a*b* color space colors were chosen at an interval of 20 units in all the 3
direction of the color space, and it is supposed to be in the realistic range. The colors
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chosen  are  shown  in  the  figure  10.  At  each  of  those  points  at-least  10  colors  were
selected from the data set.  Finally the collected 10 spectral  data is adjusted smoothly
using  a  smoothing  function  which  gives  exactly  metameric  spectra  at  D65  light.  But
even though the original spectra (non-smoothed) were giving almost the same values
and the changes were very little. Thanks to the huge set of samples, these small errors
are cancelled.
Figure 10: From left to right: The chosen color from the L*a*b* Space starting from
L*=10; L*=30; L*=50; L*=70; L*=90
For each of the selected 100 colors from the color space,  10 realistic metameric pairs
are  selected.  So  as  a  net  result  a  data  set  of  1000  spectra  are  selected.  The  main
element to be observed is the shift difference which happens between the metameric
spectra inside the group and shift difference between the groups as a whole. So the
former is referred as ‘metameric shift’ and the later is referred as a ‘group shift’.
Both of the color shifts has to be quantified separately. Taking the first case, i.e. the
metameric shifts give more information about the very small color difference between
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the surfaces. For example when two color samples are viewed side by side, the human
perception is really very sensitive and can find the color difference between the two
easily. In this case a 50% JND (Just Noticeable Difference) is almost equal to one unit
in  the  DE2000  space.  And  as  per  the  previous  tests  it  is  found  that  the  realistic
threshold for an average person to perceive the difference or the color shifts might be 4
units. And with the group shift this side by side comparison doesn’t work, and instead
it depends on the memory of observer. The way observer remembers the color in the
previous illuminant and to compare it with the new changed illuminant.  And for the
group shift the reasonable threshold could be 8DE units. These values can be adjusted
according to our needs, since the key point is that the metameric shift and group shift
are observed separately and hence had to be quantified separately.
WORK FLOW OF THE METHOD:
The  basic  idea  is  to  compare  the  two  illuminant  spectra;  and  their  order  is  not
important since the computational steps are transitive. The two illuminants would be a
reference illuminant and the illuminant which are going to be tested. This spectrum is
analyzed using the CIE 10 degree LMS cone fundamental response function. And then
a  full  chromatic  adaptation  in  this  LMS  space  is  performed.  After  that  the  LMS  are
converted to XYZ using a conversion matrix, which was optimized to produce the XYZ
values almost equal to the 1964, 10degree observer. And the work flow is shown in the
figure 11.
But  any  method can  be  used  to  find  the  color  co-ordinates  and its  color  differences,
since  it  gives  only  a  small  change  in  the  values.  This  would  not  affect  the  results
because of two main reasons. One is that the final result we expect is a color difference
and so the differences would cancel it out in the first order. And the other one is that
the averaging is done for almost 1000 spectra and so averaging would cancel out in the
second order difference. Any method can be used except but taking care of the
chromatic adaptation.
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Figure 11: Work flow of the Proposed RMS method
This L*a*b color difference are computed for all the 1000 test samples under the two
illuminants (Reference and the test samples). Two different kind of color difference
are computed.
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Firstly, for the 100 groups of 10 metameric spectra, the L*a*b* values are averaged to
obtain  the  group  Lg*ag*bg*  co-ordinates.  This  is  given  as  an  input  to  the  DE2000
convertor to get a ‘Group shift’ Value for each of the 100 groups. As mentioned before,
even  here  any  Color  difference  algorithm  can  be  used  and  it  is  not  limited  to  this
DE2000  calculation  system.  And  the  difference  would  be  very  little,  but  this  color
deference algorithm is selected on the basis of the ease of use.
Secondly for each of the 1000 spectra the color difference calculation is performed to
find out the degree of color change. The DE2000 calculation is performed giving the
L*a*b* value of the test sample under test illuminant and the reference illuminant as
an  input.  So  finally  the  DE2000  value  gives  us  the  ‘metameric  shift’  for  each  of  the
1000  reflectance  spectra.  In  few  cases  the  ‘metameric  shift’  may  be  more  than  the
threshold and in some case ‘group shift’  may be more than the threshold. So we take
both into consideration so as not to give opportunity to any case.
Once the ‘Group shift’ and ‘metameric shift’ are calculated, the obtained result has to
be characterized by some way. One way is the make a plot with the x-axis showing the
group  shift  and  the  y-axis  showing  the  metameric  shift.  The  sample  plot  with  this
characterization is shown in the fig 12 and fig 13. The elliptical curve which can be seen
on the plot represents the threshold curve or noticeable error which was described
previously.  Instead  a  normal  square  shaped  blocker  threshold  can  be  used,  but  the
elliptical curve was quite convincing. But still it has very small effect of change in the
values. The fig 12 and fig 13 shows a considerable insight of the result. The plot clearly
shows the variations of the color found between the two different test illuminants. In
fig 12, there is much variations in the metameric shift than the group shift. The group
color shift doesn’t even go more than the half value of the threshold, but the
metameric color shift have lot of changes. But in the second example shown in fig 13,
there is lot of changes all together, which shows that the illuminant doesn’t illuminate
all the color properly. It is also quite evident from the relative intensity that there are
only 3 hard peaks and fewer wavelengths are covered.
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Figure 12: Proposed method Output of the optimized 5 LED
Figure 13: Proposed method Output of the optimized 3 LED
Representation of this scatter plot into an index statistically would be the next
challenge.  For  that  two  methods  had  been  visualized,  one  is  very  simple  where  the
total number of spectra which are outside the threshold is found. And the percentage
of that (T) would give a value similar to the CIE CRI. Ultimately this cannot be used
immediately  without  testing,  and  expect  it  to  be  better  than  CRI.  But  this  proposed
method  is  checked  with  CRI  using  the  same  reference  and  test  illuminant.  But  we
decided to give some more weight age to the spectra which goes away the threshold.
But even that did not prove that it would be better than the computed percentage.
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But  after  few  test,  it  was  decided  to  measure  the  average  of  the  actual  shifts.  Root
mean square value of all the weighted errors are calculated to get the net weighted root
means square error value (E). According to the tests performed both the metrics could
be used.
The  computed  RMS  value  (E)  is  used  in  the  main  calculation  since  it  was  more
correlated to CRI value, but its value had to transform such that it  goes close to CRI
value. A simple non linear correction like as in CQS is performed here. First by
multiplying  the  RMS values  by  a  factor  of  9.15  (which  give  a  very  close  value  to  CRI
and CQS),  then  the  multiplied  value  is  subtracted  by  100 and then the  non lineariry
correction is performed. (N’ = 10*ln(exp(N/10)+1)). This proposed method is used in
our experiments to evaluate the mixed lighting in the room. And it  is  compared with
the traditionally used CRI.




For the measurement, 3 different instruments were used. Those are Hamamatsu
spectrometer, Avantes Spectrometer and LED Tester. A brief description is given for
each instrument in the forthcoming sections
The  Hamamatsu  device  combines  the  spectrograph  and  the  multi  channel  photo
detector to form a simple and compact structure.  An optical  fiber is  used to ease the
complexity of the setup. The vital parts inside the device namely the diffraction grating
and the  photo  detector  are  attached so  firmly  so  that  there  won’t  be  any  flaw in  the
wavelength reproducibility. The most important calibration process for the wavelength
axis and the characteristic of the spectral response are calibrated at the factory, so that
you the measurement can be done easily and with accuracy.
There  are  4  different  multi  channel  photo  detectors  in  this  specific  series  PMA-111,
which gives an additional flexibility for the selection of the grating and to optimize the
performance of the system. The setup of the device is very simple and easy to use, the
software is supposed to be installed in the computer. One port connects to the input of
the device, where we have the fiber optics. And on the other port which gives out the
output  is  connected  to  the  computer  which  can  access  it  using  the  Graphical  User
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The main features of PMA-111 are its easy to measure the spectrum and the accuracy is
more  than  before,  the  optics  is  highly  efficient,  very  compact  design,  C5965-  is  a
superb  cost  performance  model,  C5966-  is  a  high  sensitive  model,  C8147-  is  a  near
infrared  model,  C7473-  is  a  Ultra-high  sensitive  model,  external  synchronization  can
be used and an interface to the computer can be enabled using the Std. SCSI.
Its application varies from scientific application which includes Fluorescence
Spectrography, UV to Visible Spectrography, Discharge emission analysis, micro
spectroscopy, Raman scattering, gas chromatography and ICP emission analysis. And
in  the  industrial  application  such  as  fruit  tester,  color  filter  testing,  plastic  sorting,
evaluation of light sources, impurities testing, UV ray monitors, plasma monitors and
water quality testing.
The specifications for the whole set of devices is shown in table 4.
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Table 4: Hamamatsu Specification Table
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CHPATER 6
6) Experiment and Results
The experiment  and results  chapter  is  divided  into  two sections:  In  the  first  section,
the  measurement  done  at  Finland  is  explained  and  in  the  second  section  the
measurement done at Malaysia is  explained. In each of the sections its setup and the
results are discussed.
And the result section is subdivided into three parts. The color quality computed using
CRI and the proposed color fidelity are separately discussed in the first two parts. And
in  the  third  part  both  the  results  are  shown  together,  to  show  the  equalities  and




A  room  under  study  is  chosen  such  that  its  windows  have  influence  of  sunlight  as
shown in the figure 14. The length of the room is quite long so that the graded change
in  the  intensity  of  light  can  be  studied.  The  dimension  of  the  room  is
5.4metersX3.5meters X2.6meters (Length X Breadth X Height).
Figure 14:  View of the room from the door (With the lights on the room ON)
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The RGB image  shown in  fig  14  and fig  15  are  the  picture  of  front  view of  the  room
taken from the door. Where, the fig 14 shows the picture which includes the artificial
light (Fluorescent lamps). And figure 15 is a picture which shows the same room and
same position but without the artificial light, i.e. it has only the external sunlight.
Figure 15:  View of the room from the door (With the lights on the room OFF)
The pictures above show the change in the intensity of the radiation of sunlight from
the window until the door. The intensity gradually reduces towards the door. For more
understanding about the illumination distribution of the room, it is vital to know the
light  setup  of  the  room,  and the  same is  shown in  fig  16,  which  is  pictured  from the
window.
A grid is formed in the room, and 20 points were marked which are equally distributed
all over the room. Serious care had been taken to retain the same grid point for all the
measurement done on the same room, both during summer and winter.  Hamamatsu
Spectrometer is used to measure the spectral power distribution at each grid point in
the  room.  And at  each  point,  two SPD’s  are  measured,  one  at  level  1  and another  at
level2. The level 1 is at standing level, which almost equals the average height of
human, and the level 2 is  at table level,  which approximates the table height on that
room.
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Figure 16:  The setup of the Lights inside the room
The  setup  for  holding  the  sensor  is  connected  to  the  Hamamatsu  device,  and  the
device  is  kept  in  a  wheeled  table  for  easy  movement.   The  setup  of  the  Hamamatsu
device is shown in fig 17 with the sensor holder positioned at level 1  and level 2.  The
sensor is positioned on the stand in such a way that it  points 100% white reflectance
standard at an angle of 45 degree as shown below.
Figure 17: Hamamatsu Spectrometer setup with the sensor holder, showing the level 1
and level2 height.
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Figure 18: 45 degree angle between the reflectance and the sensor
Using the planned setup and grid, the measurements were taken at every point on the
grid at both the levels. And also this measurement is performed once during day and
again  during  night.  This  complete  procedure  is  measured  once  during  winter,  when
there  is  very  little  trace  of  sunlight  through  the  window,  and  again  during  summer,
when  there  is  very  short  period  of  darkness.  Whole  set  of  the  spectrum  values  are
averaged  to  form  an  average  spectrum  distribution  as  shown  in  fig  19,  which  has  4
prominent peaks having the highest peak at 550nm.
Figure 19: Average Spectral Power Distribution - Finland
After the SPD’s are measured at all the points, it is necessary to check the quality of the
light at every point. For a human to view an object properly they need a proper color
quality and a sufficient quantity of light for better viewing and performance.
6.1.2) Results
The layout of the room is shown in figure 20. The position of each point which
corresponds to the real position on the room is shown in the figure. The figure shows
the top view of the room and the window is located at the bottom of the layout, where
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the sunlight has its influence. All the Color quality indexes which would be seen in the
forthcoming tables in this section follow the same format.
Figure 20: Top view of the room showing the measuring points - Finland
Using CRI:
The CRI computational steps as mentioned in the previous section are carefully coded
using Matlab and Microsoft excel. The Input can be either the direct output from the
Hamamatsu instrument or the modified spectrum ranging from 380 to 780 nm with
5nm resolution. The Matlab Program is coded in such a way that it can extract the data
directly from the excel file and process it before calculating the color quality metrics.
For calculating the CRI, 14 color samples are illuminated by a reference source and the
test source. The Color Correlated temperature is calculated for each of those test
samples and when the CCT values is less than 5000k a Plankian radiator is used as a
reference source, else if the CCT is more than 5000k , a CIE daylight source is used as
a reference source. Table 5 and table 6 shows the CCT values at each point on the room
during winter and summer respectively.
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Table 5: CCT Values of the room during winter (Finland) - Top row shows the CCT
values of the SPD during daytime and bottom row at night time.
Table 6: CCT Values of the room during summer (Finland) - Top row shows the CCT
values of the SPD during daytime and bottom row at night time.
Here  the  maximum  CCT  in  each  case  is  highlight  in  red  color  and  the  minimum  is
highlighted in green color, and as expected a high CCT vales always fall on the points
which is very close to the window. Except the night time where the values gets deviated
or its get migrates to different place.  But all  together both in summer and winter the
CCT values  were  not  going  beyond 6000k and even  at  complete  darkness  (only  with
the fluorescent lamp lit in the room), the minimum CCT values were 3000k, which is
quite acceptable.
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The CCT values from the table 5 and table 6 claims that the average maximum CCT
value  obtained  in  winter  is  almost  the  same  as  the  average  minimum  CCT  values
obtained during the winter. But unfortunately the CCT value alone doesn’t give the
complete details about the light source. So the process had to be proceeded further, to
compute the Color rendering index. Table 7 and table 8 shows the computed CRI and
is shown in the same layout structure.
Table 7: CRI Values of the room during winter (Finland) - Top row shows the CRI
values of the SPD during daytime and bottom row at night time.
Table 8: CRI Values of the room during summer (Finland) - Top row shows the CRI
values of the SPD during daytime and bottom row at night time.
Comparing  table  7  and  table  8,  it  is  very  evident  that  the  CCT  doesn’t  convey  the
property of the true color. And the CRI value ranges from 81.5 and 91.17 during winter,
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while  at  summer  it  ranges  from  87.81  to  96.90.   The  SPD  of  the  lowest  CRI  valued
source and the Highest CRI values SPD are shown in figure 21.
Figure 21: SPD of the illumination with least (a) and high (b) CRI values
In figure 21(a) and Figure 21(b), 4 solid peaks are seen in which the main peak shoots
at  almost  550nm.  Figure  21(b)  shows  the  change  in  the  spectrum,  caused  due  to  the
influence  of  the  Day  light  from  the  Window.  The  3  dimensional  view  of  CRI
distribution over the room is shown in figure 22 and Figure 23. Figure 22 and Figure
23 represents the 3D view of the measurements taken during summer and winter
respectively. The X-Axis is the length of the room and the Y- Axis is the wall opposite
to  the  window.  The  window is  located  at  the  Axis  opposite  to  the  face  of  the  X-Axis.
The  3  dimensional  views  are  plotted  using  a  function  named  PLOTUNEVENDATA.
The function plots a 3D surface through X-Y-Z interpolated data values using the surf
function and it returns the interpolated      z-values.  And natural neighbor interpolant
is  used  to  smooth  interpolation  which  is  C1  continuous  except  at  the  scattered  data
location. The surface plot provides us the information that during winter at night both
the  levels  shows  a  surface  which  is  almost  smooth  without  any  peaks  or  troughs  at
both the levels.
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Figure 22: CRI distribution of the Room during summer- Finland
Figure 23: CRI distribution of the Room during winter- Finland
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Figure 24: Proposed RMS distribution of the Room during summer - Finland
Figure 25: Proposed RMS distribution of the Room during summer- Finland
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Figure 26: Variation of CRI value with respect to the grid position during summer (star
- stacked line) and winter (circle – stacked line)
Fig  6.26  and  fig  6.27  shows  the  CRI  plot  where  both  the  values  for  the  winter  and
summer are shown together. From fig 6.26 we can find that the color rendering index
is almost similar at all the position on the room during winter night at both the levels.
And it  was the same with the proposed method. And when comparing both the plots
through the naked eyes, we can see that they structure is similar and there are almost
correlated to each other.
The correlation co-efficient between both the metric is  not less than .9 in all  the case
which means that the metric which we proposed in on the right way. And this gives us
the first success in the proposal of the method.
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Figure 27: Variation of CRI value with respect to the grid position during summer (star
- stacked line) and winter (circle – stacked line)
CORRELATION FACTOR BETWEEN THE TWO METHODS:
Table 9: Correlation between CRI and proposed method in winter
Day Time - level 1 0.9880
Day Time - Level2 0.9989
Night Time - Level1 0.9713
Night Time - Level2 0.9233
Table 10: Correlation between CRI and proposed method in summer
Day Time – Level1 0.9341
Day Time – Level2 0.9901
Night Time – Level1 0.9985
Night Time – Level2 0.9987
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6.2) Measurements: Malaysia
The measurements in Malaysia had been done is different rooms with the windows in
different direction. When the measurements were done in Malaysia, it was a summer,
and the influences of sunlight were considerably more. This gave us more details and
variations in the values to study. There was no proper lighting code in Malaysia, so the
light  setup  in  each  of  the  room  were  different.  Internally  the  room  was  lit  by
fluorescent lamps.  As similar to the measurement performed in Finland, the
measurements were taken at different time and the sensor with different orientation. A
perfect sunny day is chosen for all the measurements.
6.2.1) Setup
Out of all the measurements, the room which gave lot of variations was chosen for the
study. The room which was chosen has the window facing the north. And the
dimensions of the room are 5.5 meters length, 4.5 meters and 2.75meters height.
Florescent lamp is used to light the room internally.
Figure 28: View of the room from the door
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Figure 29: View of the light setup
The picture of the room and the setup of the light inside the room are shown in the fig
28  and  fig  29.  Once  the  external  studies  on  the  room  were  performed,  the
measurement  procedure  is  planned.  A  grid  is  formed with  16  points  inside  the  room
which were equally separated with each other. And the top view layout plan is shown
in the fig 30.
At each point the measurement were done at two levels, one at a table level and
another at standing level. And at each level the SPD is measured in three different
orientations. The first one is with the sensor facing upwards, and the second one is
with the sensor facing towards the window and finally with the sensor facing towards
the interior. And each of this measurement set is done at each of the grid point which
is shown as in the layout. So at each time period around 96 SPD is measured. And this
is done for every two hours, for the whole day. So all together, 1152 Spectral power
distribution  of  the  illumination  was  measured.  Among  this  the  spectra  of  the  light
from sun rise to sun set is separated for the study, since there were no difference in the
spectra during the night where the external sunlight doesn’t exist. Avantes
Spectrometer was used to measure the Spectral power distribution.
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Figure 30: Top view of the room with the measurement points
6.2.2) Results
For the separated set of spectral power distribution, the color quality is calculated. The
color  quality  metric  proposed  in  this  paper  is  used  to  find  the  quality  of  the
illumination.  And  for  the  comparison,  CRI  is  used  to  check  the  similarities  and
dissimilarities. Figure 31 to 6.36 shows the color quality distribution of the room. Each
figure has 6 plots, each one represent a specific time. Its starts from 8am and ends at
6pm, a plot for every two hours. And Fig 6.31 shows the distribution of CRI when the
sensor  is  facing  up  and  fig  6.32  is  facing  towards  the  window  and  6.33  is  facing
towards the interior.  So, same case with the figures from 6.34, 6.35 and 6.36 but the
plot is for the proposed method.
From the plots you can find that there is no big difference between the proposed
method and CRI.  But  when coming  to  the  property  of  the  room,  when the  sensor  is
facing towards up, the metric is quite high and it reduces when it goes away from the
window.  On  the  other  hand  if  the  sensor  is  facing  towards  the  window  or  facing
towards the interior, there variations are bit less.
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Figure 31: 3D representation of the distribution of CRI when the SENSOR FACING UP
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Figure 32: 3D representation of the distribution of CRI when the SENSOR is FACING
TOWARDS WINDOW
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Figure 33: 3D representation of the distribution of CRI when the SENSOR is FACING
towards INTERIOR
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Figure 34: 3D representation of the distribution of the proposed Color quality metric
when the SENSOR is FACING UP
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Figure 35: 3D representation of the distribution of the proposed Color quality metric
when the SENSOR is FACING towards WINDOW
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Figure 36: 3D representation of the distribution of the proposed Color quality metric
when the SENSOR is FACING UP
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COMPARISON OF BOTH THE METHODS:
Figure 37: comparison - CRI and Proposed method – Facing interior
The  previous  figure  gave  us  an  idea  about  the  distribution  in  3D  space.  And  further
when  both  the  CRI  and  Proposed  method  are  plotted  in  the  same  graph  but  in  2
dimensions as shown in Fig 37, 38 and 39. There are some special changes which we
can find. In this figure the X-axis is  the position of the measuring point in the room
which varies from 1 to 16. And the Y-axis is the metric unit. It varies from 0 to 100. The
metric value of the proposed method is bit more than the CRI value. Fig 6.38 and 6.39
are the comparison graph when the sensor is facing up and facing towards the window
respectively. And they are almost similar and don’t have a big difference. But Fig 6.37
shows  the  comparison  graph  when  the  sensor  is  facing  towards  the  interior.  In  this
figure it was quite interesting to see that both the metrics weren’t so much similar and
the proposed method gave a bit more detail that was the first success after numerous
tests to find the advantage of this proposed method. In the position 4, 8, 12 and 16, you
can notice  that  there  is  a  great  descend in  the  value  which  wasn’t  shown in  the  CRI.
And physical test in the room showed that the room had a shade on the right corner,
which made the color quality of the position by the proposed method go down.
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Figure 38: comparison - CRI and Proposed method – Facing up
Figure 39: comparison - CRI and Proposed method – Facing window
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CHPATER 7
7) Future work and Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis was to study the lighting properties in the interior rooms,
and to model color quality metric and homogenizing the light. And potentially
contribute to a better understanding of these properties. With the hope that I have
succeed to do that I will conclude down the main results and show the future work
corresponding to this.
In this whole term of thesis, there were three main things that were done; one was
studying the whole lighting system in an out of the room and taking measurements.
While taking measurement it was performed in different kinds of room with different
window direction and also different sensor directions. So ultimately the outcome was a
huge database of illumination data in different rooms. And the second work is to find a
color quality metric which would work well with all kinds of lights, including the latest
technology like LED lights. The main motive behind this was with relation with Monte
Carlo method where they use artificially created test samples for the color quality
checking. This led to a successful creation of a color quality metric. The reason for
developing this color quality method was clearly explained in the thesis. And the final
work was to check if the proposed color quality metric works well and to check it with
the huge lighting database which was collected.
CRI is used as a main metric to compare with the proposed metric, and as a result
there were some interesting results with respect to the metric on its own and also
assessing the property of the room. When considering the property of the room, each
room was giving different results and interesting results. But only few had been shown
in the results, which clearly made that it was very hard to predict the effect of the
sunlight in the room. But still this proposed metric proved better than CRI in few
cases, which was a piece of cake for us. The proposed metric were giving better and
realistic result when there is a shade in the room. And nevertheless it would take some
time to prove that the proposed method is better than CRI after lot more tests.
To carry forward this research work three works or research is planned. The first one is
to create a robot which would automatically calculate the Spectral power distribution
in the room in all the 3 Dimension, without and help of human. It can be programmed
according to our need and leave the machine inside the room, and we can just go and
collect the data at end of the day. Or the data’s can also be accessed via internet
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directly. The basic idea is known and the work is already started in Malaysia. This
would be handy in collecting the SPD which would save human time and energy.
And the next plan is to completely involve in checking the quality of the proposed
metric. Right from their efficiency to accuracy, everything would be checked and
request for an approval from CIE.
And on the other hand, there are plans to work with homogenizing the room using
some error correction method, and to find a best way to correct it either mechanically
or by simulation. Mechanically there are some proposals to introduce an automatic
light intensity controlling switch, which will automatically simulate the light intensity
in that specific place in the room and control the internal light accordingly. This would
considerably increase the color rendering property in the room and also reduce the
electricity consumption.
Then the last future work would be to implement a changeable or diffusible window,
which makes the glass of the window to change its property to pass the light in few
amounts if there is too much radiation of sun light.
So this master thesis though it started with one idea, came up with lot of new more
ideas and new thinking.
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